
CHARADES 

My first is the indefinite article,   
My second means “to go to the other side of the street”,   
My whole is a preposition.   
     (Across.) 
 
My first is the two letters which begin the alphabet,   
My second is the Past Tense of the verb “to send”,   
My whole is the antonym of present.   
     (Absent = ab + sent.) 
 
Guess the word of two syllables.   
First syllable:   
This little word can include us all.   
Be only one, be he large or small.   
Second syllable:   
A portion of time; no stated amount.   
Applied to yourself, it's not a big count.   
Whole word:   
Look after things; take charge in fact.   
Be able to, to be exact.  
     (Manage = man + age.) 
 
My first is what we say when we agree,   
My second is the first syllable of the word “terribly”,   
My third is the antonym of “night”,   
My whole is the day before today. 
     (Yesterday.) 
 
My first displays the wealth and pomp of kings,   
Lords of the earth! their luxury and ease.   
Another view of man, my second brings,   
Behold him there, the monarch of the seas!   
But ah! united, what reverse we have!  
Man's boasted power and freedom, all are flown; 
Lord of the earth and sea, he bends a slave,   
And woman, lovely woman, reigns alone.   
Thy ready wit the word will soon supply,   



May its approval beam in that soft eye!  
     (Courtship.) 
 
My first is the indefinite article,   
My second is the synonym of “wide”,   
My whole means “in a foreign country”. 
     (Abroad.) 
 
If it begins with a “c”  
You can eat it,  
If it begins with an “l”,  
You can swim there.  
     (Cake; lake.) 
 
My first is a preposition,   
My second is a synonym of “receive”,   
My whole is the antonym of “remember”. 
     (Forget.) 
 
My first is a verb which helps to make tenses,   
My second is not high but its antonym,   
My whole is the antonym of “above”.   
     (Below.) 
 
My first is one of the shortest words in English;   
My second is the opposite of short;   
I am either a preposition or an adverb.   
You can find me in any English book.   
     (Along.) 
 
My first is what we do when your hands are dirty,   
My second is the suffix of Participle I,   
My third is the letter that comes after “s”,   
My fourth is a preposition,   
My whole is the capital of a state.   
     (Washington.) 
 
My first is almost all,   
So is my second.   
Guess my whole.  



     (Also = al + so.) 
 
My first is a negative prefix,   
My second is a preposition,   
My third we use when speaking about music,   
My whole is unhappiness.   
     (Misfortune.) 

RIDDLES ABOUT ANIMALS AND BIRDS 

I met a creature on the road;   
On its back it had a load.   
It wasn't an ass and it wasn't a cow,   
Though two horns grew on its brow.  
     (А  snail.) 
 
I am found on land and in sea,  
Yet I neither walk nor swim.   
I travel by foot, but have no toes.   
No matter where I roam,  
I'm never away from home.   
What am I?  
     (А  snail.) 
 
Who carries his house with him?  
     (А  snail.) 
 
What we caught we threw away; what we didn't catch, we kept.   

     (Lice.) 
 

He is not a tailor, but carries needles with him.  
     (А hedgehog.) 
 
Little Billy Breek  
Sits by the reek,   
He has more horns  
Than all the king's sheep. 
     (А hedgehog.) 
 
There came a poultry-maid in a red coat to count the poultry.  



     (А fox.) 
 
I am orange, I live in the forest. I can walk, run and jump. I cannot fly, I cannot 

swim. I like hares. What am I? 
     (А fox.) 
 
The animal that has a red bushy tail is ... . 
     (А fox.) 
 
I am red and I have a fine tail. I live in the forest. I like meat.  
     (А fox.) 
 
It looks like a big dog. It is grey and it has got big teeth.  
     (A wolf.) 
 
I am a little red animal 
As busy as can be,   
I'm gathering some acorns  
For winter food for me.  
     (A squirrel.) 
 
I've got a long bushy tail,   
Two bright little eyes. 
I gather up acorns.   
I'm pretty and wise.  
     (A squirrel.) 
 
I have a bushy tail. Sometimes I am grey and sometimes I am red. I like nuts.  
What am I?  
     (A squirrel.) 
 
I'm little. I'm grey. My nose is short. My tail is long. I'm ... .  
     (A mouse.) 
 
Who is born with whiskers?  
     (А kitten.) 
 
What is that which a cat has, but no other animal?  
     (А kitten.) 
 



What is it that looks like a cat, eats like a cat, walks like a cat, but still is not a cat?  
     (А kitten.) 
 
Furry and purry with long whiskers.  
     (А cat.) 
 
I've whiskers,   
I'm frisky.   
Whisk, little mice,   
Lest I should catch you!   
Please stroke my back,   
I'll purr and won't scratch you. 
     (А cat.) 
 
I am not a kitten, but my children are.  
What am I?  
     (А cat.) 
 
I've got four legs. My nose is pink. I'm afraid of dogs. I like fish and milk.  
     (А cat.) 
 
When is it the worst weather for rats and hares?  
     (When it rains cats and dogs.) 
 
 
Why is a mouse like hay?  
     (Because the cat'll eat it.) 
Примечание. Игра слов: сходное звучание 1. cat'll = cat will, 2. cattle – скот. 
    
One nods its head as it climbs uphill.  
One runs downhill like a stream.   
One is taller when he sits than when he stands.   
One washes her face, but does not comb her hair.  
     (А horse, a snake, a dog, a cat.) 
 
See, see! What shall I see?   
A horse's head where his tail should be.  
     (A mare, tied for a tail to the manger.) 
 
What always goes to sleep wearing its shoes? 



     (A horse.) 
 
My long, thin legs are good and fast,  
I like to gallop and to run.  
Oh, yes, I think it is great fun.  
     (A horse.) 
 
Why is a dog's tail like the centre of a tree?  
     (Because it is farthest away from the bark.)  
Примечание. Игра слов: bark 1. кора, 2. лай. 
 
I live in the house or in the street. Sometimes I am small, but sometimes I am big. 

If you hear “Bow-wow”, you know it's me.  
What am I?  
     (A dog.) 
 
I can catch a frog.   
I can sleep like a log.   
I can find your sock.   
My name is ... . 
     (A dog.) 
 
I've got four legs. I like bones and meat. I can jump and swim, but I can't read.  
     (A watchdog.) 
 
He doesn't speak,   
Nor does he sing,   
Nor at the door-bell  
Give a ring,   
But still he lets  
His master know  
Who wants to see him,   
Friend or foe. 
     (A dog.) 
      
What animal sleeps all the winter with its head hanging down?  
     (А bat.) 
 
It's grey, but it's not a wolf,   
Long-cared, but not a hare,   



With hoofs, but not a horse.   
What is it?  
     (An ass, a donkey.) 
 
It is grey or white. It likes to eat carrots and cabbage. It can run and jump.   
What is it?  
     (A hare.) 
 
What key is it hardest to turn?  
     (A don-key.) 
 
The animal that is very timid and is afraid of everything is ... . 
     (A hare.) 
 
I live in a hole,  
Dark and warm,   
Safe from the rain,   
Snow and storm.   
I've got a grey coat  
And two furry ears.   
I'm very quick  
And full of fears.  
     (A hare.) 
 
Which animals have their eyes closest together?   
     (The smallest ones.) 
 
The animal that sleeps all winter in a den is ... .   
     (A bear.) 
 
It is brown. It has got four legs. It sleeps in winter.   
What is it?  
     (A bear.) 
 
The water in the sea is cold,   
It is as cold as ice,   
But I am not afraid at all:   
My coat is warm and nice.  
     (A white bear.) 
 



The animal that has a beautiful yellow skin with black stripes is ... . 
     (A tiger.) 
 
It is an animal that has beautiful yellow and black stripes and a long tail. It is 

orange.  
     (A tiger.) 
 
It looks like a big cat. It has got stripes and a long tail. It lives in India. And it can 

run very fast.  
     (A tiger.) 
 
Who has yellow eyes and striped fur?  
     (A tiger.) 
 
There is an animal that has a beautiful yellow skin with black stripes on it. It is a 

very fierce wild animal. It lives in hot countries. 
     (A tiger.) 
 
The animal that has a pouch in which she carries her babies is ... . 
     (A kangaroo.) 
 
I live at the Zoo.   
I've got four legs  
But jump on two.   
I've got a little kid  
And a big bag, too.  
     (A kangaroo.) 
 
The animal who can go without food and water for a long time is ... . 
     (A camel.) 
 
The animal that has a horn on its nose is ...  
     (A rhinoceros.) 
 
It is a bird, but it can't fly.  
     (An ostrich.) 
 
What bird can you find in Africa that has wings but cannot fly? 
     (An ostrich.) 
 



The animal that has a beautiful white skin with black stripes is ...  
     (A zebra.) 
 
It has a long neck and long legs, and eats leaves from the trees.  
     (A giraffe.) 
 
Who has the longest neck?  
     (A giraffe.) 
 
The animal that can hang by its long tail is ... . 
     (A monkey.) 
 
A very funny animal which runs very quickly. It can hang by its tail.  
     (A monkey.) 
 
I am a very funny animal. I can run, jump, walk. I cannot fly. I live in Africa.  
What am I?  
     (A monkey.) 
 
The animal that has a long trunk is ... . 
     (An elephant.) 
 
I am big and I am strong  
And my trunk is very long.  
     (An elephant.) 
 
I'm gray and I'm very big. I live in the jungle, but you can also find me at the zoo 

or in the circus. I don't eat meat. I like vegetables, leaves, grass and fruit.  
     (An elephant.) 
 
It lives in Africa and India.  
It's very strong,  
And it can lift a ton.  
     (An elephant.) 
 
The animal that has long hair around its neck is  ... . 
     (A lion.) 
 
My paws are big and strong,   
My tail is very long,   



My mane is fine and thick,   
And I am very big.  
     (A lion.) 
 
It looks like a big cat. It lives in Africa. It can run very fast. And it has a very long 

tail.  
     (A lion.) 
 
Who is the king of the animals?  
     (A lion.) 
 
Why are crows brave?  
     (Because they never show the white feather.) 
Примечание. To show the white feather – трусить. 
 
Why do five-day-old chicks walk across the road?  
     (To get to the other side.) 
 
When does a goose look like a snowball?  
     (When it looks round.) 
 
Not a horseman, but wears spurs.   
Not a watchman, but wakes people up.   
What is it?  
     (А cock.) 
 
Horn from a bone,  
A beard from flesh.  
     (A cock.) 
 
My friend is a man, 
My wife is a hen, 
My child is a chick. 
Who am I? Say quick!  
     (А cock.) 
 
Early at dawn he's the first to awake,   
And a terrible sound he's ready to make.   
This shrill, alarming, deafening sound  
Arouses from sleep everybody around  



In the distance this sound dies away,   
Ushering in another new day. 
     (A rooster.) 
 
Spurs on his boots,   
He's ready to fight,   
Singing his war-songs  
By day, not by night. 
     (A rooster.) 
 
Name two animals which have four legs.  
     (Two hens.) 
 
I have a little house in which I live all alone. My house has no doors or windows, 

and if I want to go out I must break through the wall.  
What am I?  
     (A chicken in an egg.) 
 
As I was walking in a field of wheat,   
I picked up something good to eat;   
Neither fish, flesh, fowl, nor bone,   
I kept it till it ran alone.  
     (An egg, a chicken.) 
 
In a white room  
There is no door,   
There is no window,   
There is no floor,   
And this white room  
Has only one wall;   
And in this room  
There is a round yellow ball.  
     (An egg.) 
 
What is white outside and yellow inside?  
     (An egg.) 
 
You may boil it,   
You may shell it,   
Dress with it  



A tasty salad,   
But if left  
Under a cluck,   
It becomes  
A chick (or duck). 
     (An egg.) 
 
A box without hinges, key, or lid,   
Yet golden treasure inside is hid.  
     (An egg.) 
 
It is silver outside and golden inside.  
     (An egg) 
 
In marble halls as white as milk,   
Lined with a skin as soft as silk,   
Within a fountain crystal-clear,   
A golden apple doth appear.   
No doors there are to this stronghold,   
Yet thieves break in and steal the gold.  
     (An egg.) 
 
What is white and has a chick inside? 
     (An egg.) 
 
A nice thin wall,  
As white as milk,   
The curtain drawn,  
As soft as silk;   
Somebody came  
And broke the wall,   
And soon he saw  
A golden ball.  
     (An egg.) 
 
There stood a house, all marble-white.   
One day there was a knock inside.   
Broke down those walls of marble,   
Out sprang a yellow marvel. 
     (A chick.) 



 
Webbed red feet,   
A neck on hinges,   
With its bill  
It sometimes pinches. 
     (A goose.) 
 
A little fellow  
Dresses in grey,   
Hops here and there  
And never goes away.  
     (А sparrow.) 
 
It sleeps in the daytime, it flies at night and frightens passers-by.  
     (An owl.) 
 
I sleep all day.  
I wake up at night.   
I call «Ta-tooo...»  
Till morning light.   
     (An owl.) 
 
What bird has eyes as big as saucers, but it cannot see well?   
     (An owl.) 
 
There hangs a sieve, made by no man's hands.  
     (А web.) 
 
A clever workman who builds a house without a brick or beam. Its snow-white 

walls have no windows and doors, but can be pulled down and made into clothes.  
     (А silkworm.) 
 
Why is a caterpillar like hot toast?  
     (It's the grub that makes the butter flу.)  
Примечание. Игра слов: сходное звучание 1. butterfly – бабочка, 2. the butter fly – масло 

улетучивается. 
 
This bird has a long sharp nose.   
When it f1ies, it sings.   
When it lands, it stings.  



     (А gnat.) 

WHAT AND WHY 

What match can't be put in a match-box?  
     (А football match.) 
 
What star is not seen in the sky?  
     (А film star.) 
 
What horse needs no food?  
     (An iron horse.) 
 
What man cannot live inside the house?  
     (А snowman.) 
 
What can you drop without losing anything?  
     (А bad habit.) 
 
Why is a cherry like a book?  
     (Because it is read.) 
 
What is everything doing at the same time?  
     (Growing older.) 
 
What is the difference between a schoolmaster and an engine driver?  
   (One minds the train and the other trains the mind.)  
 
What is the difference between a soldier and a young girl?  

(One powders the face, the other faces powder.) 
Примечание. To powder – пудрить, powder – порох. 
 
What belongs only to you, and yet is used more by others than by yourself?  
     (Your name.) 
 
Why is the Atlantic Ocean like a small boy?  
     (Because both are constantly moving.) 
 
Why are little boys and girls so expensive?  
     (Because they are so dear.) 



 
What is a button?  
     (А small event that is always coming off.)  
Примечание. Игра слов: I. an event – случай, an event – вещь; II. to come off – отрывать, to 

come off – забывать. 
 
 What is the night-watchman doing when a sparrow is sitting on his cap?  
     (Не is sleeping.) 
 
What question cannot be answered with “no”?  
     (Do you hear?) 
 
What question cannot be answered with “yes”?  
     (Are you asleep?) 
 
Why is a coward like a leaky barrel?  
     (Because they both run.) 
 
Why is a fishmonger never generous?  
     (Because his business makes him sell fish.)  
Примечание. Игра слов: to sell fish – продавать рыбу, selfish – эгоистичный. 
 
What clock shows the right time only twice a day?  
     (One that does not go.) 
 
Why do we all go to bed?  
     (Because the bed will not come to us.) 
 
What is it that gets larger the more you take from it?  
     (А hole.) 
 
What is it that a man cannot live without?  
     (А name.) 
 
If you have it,  
You want to share it.  
If you share it,  
You do not have it.  
What is it? 
     (A secret.) 



 
Why is there nothing so modest as a watch?  
   (Because it is always running down its own works.) 
 
From what utensils to have a meal it is impossible?  
     (From empty utensils.) 
 
Why the cow lays on a herb?  
     (She does not know how to sit.) 
 
Why can't it rain for two days without stopping?  
   (Because there is always a night between two days.) 
 
What kinds of animals can jump higher than a house?  
     (All kinds of animals, houses cannot jump.) 
 
Why do birds fly South?  
     (Because it’s too far to walk.) 
 
Why is my little sister awfully tired?  
  (She’s been walking since she was eight months old.) 
 
Why did the little boy cut a hole in his new umbrella?  
   (Because he wanted to see when the rain would stop.) 
 
Why are bald men always so cheerful?  
     (Because nothing gets in their hair.) 
 
Why does a thief never worry?  
     (He takes things easy.) 
 
What happened when the boarding house blew up?  
     (Rooms were flying.) 
 
What is the difference between a chatterbox and a mirror?  

(One speaks without reflecting, and the other reflects without 
speaking.) 

 
Why do potatoes grow so fast?  

(Because they have eyes and can see where they are going.) 



 
Why would a lazy housewife кather wash a mirror than a window?  
     (A window needs washing on both sides.) 
 
What is the difference between a bottle of medicine and a troublesome boy?  

(The first is to be well shaken before taken, the second is to be 
taken and then shaken.) 

 
Why is nose in the middle of the face?  
     (Because it’s a center.) 
 
What is the difference between a cloud and a beaten child?  
   (One pours with rain and the other roars with pain.) 
 
Who succeeded the first President? 
     (The second one.) 
 
What makes a man bald-headed? 
     (Lack of hair) 
 
Why did the cow have a bad temper?  
     (Because he was in a bad moooooood!) 
 
What do cats like to eat on a hot day?  
     (Mice Cream.) 
 
What do you get when you pour warm water down a rabbit hole?  
     (Hot cross bunnies.) 
 
What do you call a cat that sucks on lemons?  
     (A sourpuss.) 
 
Why did the farmer feed his cow money?  
     (Because he wanted rich milk.) 
 
Why did the little boy name his dog “Computer”?  
     (Because it came with lots of bytes.) 
 
What can you sit on, sleep on, and brush your teeth with?  
     (A chair, a bed, and a toothbrush.) 



 
What is the greatest worldwide use of cowhide?  
     (To cover cows.) 
 
What kind of rocks are on the bottom of the Mississippi River?  
     (Wet rocks.) 
 
What is the moon worth?  
     ($1 – because it has 4 quarters.) 
 
What do you get when you cross an automobile with a household animal?  

(A carpet.) 
 
What happens when you throw a white rock into the Red Sea?  
     (It sinks.) 
 
What is the best way to get fat?   
     (Buy it at the butcher's.) 
 
Why is the letter “A” like twelve o'clock?  
     (Because it is in the middle of DAY.) 
 
Three girls walked to school under one umbrella. Why didn't any of them get wet? 
     (It wasn't raining.) 
 
What makes more noise than one cat stuck in a tree? 
     (Two cats stuck in a tree.) 
 
Why does the fireman wear red braces? 
     (To keep his trousers up.) 
 
What time is it when an elephant sits on a fence? 
     (Time to get a new fence.) 
 
Something big and red and fluffy. 
     (A mitten for a giant.) 
 
If you saw a lion coming, what steps would you take? 
     (The longest steps I could.) 
 



What is the best way to catch a squirrel? 
     (Climb up a tree and act like a nut.) 
 
What is a fishing-net made of? 

(It's made of many little holes tied together with a string.) 
 
What flowers grow between your nose and your chin? 
     (Tulips; it sounds like “two lips”.) 
  
What is the best way to make a fire with two sticks? 
     (Make sure one of the sticks is a match.) 
 
Why must a man not tell secrets in a corn field? 

(Because there are too many ears there; the word “ear” has 
another meaning which is “corn”.) 

 


